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learned, but as channels in which the creative spirit may flow
and the possibilities of the individual be realized. It is not in-
significant that the original meaning of the word * poet' should
be * maker/ Extending such a notion, we must emphasize our
view that the child should be regarded not as a receptacle for
facts, but as a joyful maker or remaker of literature, science,
and mathematics. And once more we have the play-way.
The Scout movement, perhaps more than any other, is a
working-out of the play-way. All aspects of play are here.
Scouting is reminiscent of man's past in its atavistic setting, in
its spooring, totem poles, camp fires, and games; in it the in-
stincts find full expression and catharsis, and there is valuable
preparation for future manhood and womanhood. Intellectual
education is not neglected, and its success in one sphere at
least has been crystallized in the phrase * boy-scout geometry.*
But perhaps its finest achievements are in character-training.
The founders of the movement may well be proud of hav-
ing concentrated in one system the whole of the new spirit in "
education. Their psychology was not drawn frcm text-books,
but derived from a sympathetic understanding of and insight
into child-nature, which made it much more practical and
valuable. Nor were they within the circle of orthodox and
official educators; owing no allegiance to any code, and having
no responsibility except that imposed by their own high ideals,
they were able to make their great adventure in education in
the very spirit of play—play for themselves as well as for their
younger friends. They have worked out a method that is
influencing educational thought to a paramount degree, and
which, more than any other system, has brought home to the
average teacher the value of the new outlook. Although it is
not our national genius to pin our faith to any one method,
some headmasters and headmistresses have gone so far as to
convert their junior forms into troops of Boy Scouts and Girl
Guides; others, more cautiously and perhaps more wisely, have
been content to absorb the spirit of the movement, thereby
transforming the hitherto humdrum work of their schools.
Perhaps the clearest measure of its success is its own ex-
tension and corollary, the Rover movement.   This movement

